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Academic Audit Application Updates     August 2018 

 
 

New Features 

 Deep student activity log 

 Expected Graduation 

 Hyperlinks in notes & feedback 

 See completed credits at-a-glance 

 Audit features 

 Batch pdf printing order now follows the sort order chosen for advisee search results. 

 Advisor+Student Account: University can request for a user who is both a student and an advisor which 

view they want them to have. The switch is made manually from the backend for now 

 Show department of a program on the permissions tab in User Management System 

 Allow users to pick any audit version when looking for courses that satisfy a program requirement. 

Previously, this was limited to the default audit version of a program.    

 Templates Workflow: Users (with the right permission) can create/edit templates for programs and super-

admins can publish them. 

 Primary constraints on the requirements are no longer allowed to be waived through exceptions. 

 

Fixed Issues 

 Only use default units for a degree when total units are not explicitly defined by the program audit. 

 When feeder file changes course units, update the cached units for template courses 

 Reindex courses counting for shared requirements when updates are published 

 Fix campus filter for search advisees 

 Unmatched courses were sometimes different in pdf and web version 

 Reduce advisee indexing time when a student adds an unofficial advisor 

 Min-x units sometimes not picking courses when there are more than 10,000 possibilities  

 Show placeholders of child sub-requirements if the top requirement is using it to satisfy min-x units.  

 Advisor seeing their own note twice   

 Update library for Internet Explorer 

 When no progress data is available, the bar is now grey instead of green 

 Update XSDs for multiple advisors, course and schedule metadata, certified programs 

 Remove verify_plan from superadmins 

 Primary advisors automatically get verify_plan through data sync 

 

Visit www.stellic.com for more information about the  

Stellic planning and advising platform. 

http://www.stellic.com/

